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"THE ONLY GUIDE TO TAROT CARD MEANINGS YOU’LL EVER NEED"Ever wished you could
have instant access to all the Tarot card meanings for nearly every type of reading . . . Love,
career, spirituality and much, much more?Finally! Here's a fresh, modern, practical guide to the
meanings of every Tarot card (upright and reversed) without the fluff... that’s easy to use, too!
Brigit Esselmont, the founder of Biddy Tarot (the #1 Tarot card meanings website online), shares
her most comprehensive guide to the Tarot cards yet! The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card
Meanings has everything you need to read the Tarot cards like an expert.Just imagine—all the
Tarot card meanings you could ever want, right at your fingertips in this ultimate reference guide.
You’ll never need to buy another book on the Tarot card meanings again!! Inside The Ultimate
Guide to Tarot Card Meanings, you'll find:- Comprehensive upright and reversed Tarot card
meanings to help you interpret the cards like an expert.- Images and detailed descriptions of the
78 Rider-Waite Tarot cards to understand their deeper symbolism and significance.- Quick
reference keyword charts for each Tarot card (including upright and reversed cards) to turbo-
charge your learning.- Tarot card meanings for everyday situations including detailed card
interpretations for relationships, career, work, finances, spirituality, personality, health, and well-
being.- Suggested Tarot card combinations and what they mean in a reading- Inspiring quotes to
increase your conceptual understanding of each card.Why waste time and money on outdated
and confusing Tarot books when you can get the most relevant, modern and useful guide to
Tarot card meanings you’ll ever need in The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings."This is the
most complete, comprehensive and informative book on Tarot I know." -Inge Brust"The Guide is
a complete lesson in reading, explaining, and simplifying the 78 cards of the Tarot. It is probably
the best learning tool and reference book on the Tarot I have ever seen." -Robert Neal"I am in
complete awe of your book. It is truly The Ultimate Guide To Life – not only for Tarot card
meanings but also for delving into our lives, finding paths to more enriching lives, seeking
answers, and so much more." -Cheryl Janzen

From the AuthorBecome Part of The Modern Tarot Movement All around you, people are
looking for ways to create a more connected, fulfilled and conscious life. And you have one of
the most powerful tools for intuitive connection at your fingertips. Tarot is no longer just a party
trick to predict the future. Modern Tarot has taken a big step away from the crushed velvet and
crystal ball vibes of the past. The true value of Tarot is finally coming to light. More and more
empowered Tarot readers are sharing the real gift of Tarot - a cutting-edge path to a deeper
connection with the Higher Self.Unlock the Wisdom of the Tarot and Thrive These days, people
are no longer accepting a mediocre life. It's not enough to plod through the day, accepting the
status quo and being controlled by others. Now is the time look inside for the answers. Modern



soul-seekers are looking to tools like meditation, yoga and Tarot to trust their inner wisdom and
manifest their fullest potential. Are you ready to join them? About the AuthorBrigit Esselmont is
known worldwide as a professional Tarot reader & teacher, bestselling author (Everyday Tarot
and The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings), intuitive business coach and spiritual
entrepreneur. She is the Founder of Biddy Tarot (biddytarot.com) and inspires over seven million
people each year to live more mindful and enlightened lives, using the Tarot as a guide.A self-
confessed Tarot lover, Brigit can't help but spread the love to other Tarot enthusiasts. She is the
author of two popular Tarot guides and has taught over 3500 students to read Tarot with
confidence.Brigit is also a successful intuitive entrepreneur and business coach, helping heart-
centered professionals build their own business empires that are aligned with their soul
purpose.Brigit believes anyone can read Tarot. She doesn't own a crystal ball nor a crushed
velvet dress. She's simply a down-to-earth, practical Taurus who likes to use the Tarot cards in
every day life.When she's not reading Tarot, Brigit loves spending time with her two daughters
and husband on the Sunshine Coast, Australia.
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WELCOMEYOU + TAROT CARDS = INNER WISDOM AT YOUR FINGERTIPSHi, I’m Brigit,
Founder of Biddy Tarot (www.biddytarot. com) and best-selling author of Everyday Tarot: Unlock
your Inner Wisdom and Manifest Your Future. I’m here to help you tap into your intuition, trust
your inner power, and draw the Divine into your everyday life, using Tarot as a guide.I’ve been
reading Tarot for more than 20 years, and I’ve helped millions of people all around the world
create a personal and intuitive connection with the Tarot cards, through my courses, books and
online community.I’m on a mission to bring Tarot into the mainstream as a modern, intuitive tool
for purpose-driven people who are ready to live life at their fullest potential.Many people think of
Tarot as a party trick, a bit of frivolous fun to peer into the future.But I see things differently.Tarot
isn’t about predicting your future. It’s about creating your future, by accessing your inner
guidance system and taking inspired action to manifest your goals.TAROT IS THE MIRROR OF
YOUR SOUL. AND EVERY CARD IS AN INVITATION TO GO DEEP WITHIN AND CONNECT
YOUR DAILY LIFE WITH YOUR DIVINE PURPOSE.Think you’re not ‘psychic’ enough to read
Tarot? Think again.Intuition is available to everyone – including YOU.All you need to do is say
YES. It’s that simple.And through the practice of reading Tarot, you’ll deepen your connection
with your intuition, which means more clarity, more purpose, and more joy in your life.That’s why
I created The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings—to help you connect deeply and
intimately with the Tarot cards and to live a more intuitive life using Tarot as your guide.In this
book, I’ll walk you through the meanings of each and every Tarot card for all types of Tarot
readings and life situations. Never go blank in a reading again!Warm WishesP.S. Let’s connect!
Come on over to where I have LOADS of (free) Tarot goodness for you. Sign up for a free class,
listen to a podcast episode or download any of my free Tarot resources.COPYRIGHT © 2019
BRIGIT ESSELMONT, BIDDY TAROTAll rights reserved. This book or any portion there of may
not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of
the author except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.Printed in the United States of
AmericaThird Printing, February 2019team@biddytarot.comILLUSTRATION
COPYRIGHTIllustrations from the Radiant Rider-Waite Tarot Deck®, known also as the Rider
Tarot and the Waite Tarot, reproduced by permission of U.S. Games Systems, Inc., Stamford, CT
06902 USA. Copyright©2006 by U.S. Games Systems, Inc. Further reproduction prohibited. The
Rider-Waite Tarot Deck® is a registered trademark of U.S. Games Systems,
Inc.CONTENTSWELCOMEHOW TO USE THE ULTIMATE GUIDETHE MAJOR ARCANA0. The
FoolI. The MagicianII. The High PriestessIII. The EmpressIV. The EmperorV. The HierophantVI.
The LoversVII. The ChariotVIII. StrengthIX. The HermitX. Wheel of FortuneXI. JusticeXII. The
Hanged ManXIII. DeathXIV. TemperanceXV. The DevilXVI. The TowerXVII. The StarXVIII. The
MoonXIX. The SunXX. JudgementXXI. WorldTHE MINOR ARCANATHE SUIT OF CUPSAce of
CupsTwo of CupsThree of CupsFour of CupsFive of CupsSix of CupsSeven of CupsEight of
CupsNine of CupsTen of CupsPage of CupsKnight of CupsQueen of CupsKing of CupsTHE



SUIT OF PENTACLESAce of PentaclesTwo of PentaclesThree of PentaclesFour of
PentaclesFive of PentaclesSix of PentaclesSeven of PentaclesEight of PentaclesNine of
PentaclesTen of PentaclesPage of PentaclesKnight of PentaclesQueen of PentaclesKing of
PentaclesTHE SUIT OF SWORDSAce of SwordsTwo of SwordsThree of SwordsFour of
SwordsFive of SwordsSix of SwordsSeven of SwordsEight of Swordsnine of SwordsTen of
SwordsPage of SwordsKnight of SwordsQueen of SwordsKing of SwordsTHE SUIT OF
WandsAce of WandsTwo of WandsThree of WandsFour of WandsFive of WandsSix of
WandsSeven of WandsEight of WandsNine of WandsTen of WandsPage of WandsKnight of
WandsQueen of WandsKing of WandsBonus Chapter 1: A Quick-Start Guide to Tarot and
NumerologyBonus Chapter 2: A Quick-Start Guide to Reading with Reversed Tarot CardsBonus
Chapter 3: A Quick Start Guide to Reading Tarot for YourselfCONGRATULATIONSLOVE &
APPRECIATION FOR MY FAVOURITE TAROT RESOURCESHOW TO USE THE ULTIMATE
GUIDEBreathe a sweet sigh of relief – this book has everything you need to interpret the Tarot
cards with ease.The Tarot card meanings you will find inside these pages are the result of
reading Tarot for over 10,000 clients worldwide and bringing the intuitive wisdom of the cards
into my personal practice. And now I am sharing these meanings with you.This book will help
you connect intuitively and confidently with the Tarot cards, so that every time you pick your
cards, your intuitive insights flow quickly and effortlessly.With that in mind, here’s how I
recommend you use the Guide.1. LEARN WHAT THE TAROT CARDS MEANIf you are new to
Tarot, then start by reading The Guide from cover to cover, learning about each Tarot card and
what it means. Read the book in between Tarot readings to discover what the cards mean and
how you might interpret them. You don’t need to memorise the meanings (unless you’ve got a
photographic memory), but I do encourage you to learn as much as possible about the core
energy of each card. It will make reading Tarot so much easier.And treat this Guide as your Tarot
textbook and your go-to resource. Take notes. Highlight sections. Scribble in the page margins.
(Or get a copy of The Tarot Card Meanings Workbook where you can record your own Tarot card
meanings.) Seriously, you have my permission to get messy and personal with the cards!2. USE
THE GUIDE (AND YOUR INTUITION) DURING YOUR READINGSThe Guide has been
designed to make reading Tarot a breeze. When you are doing your next Tarot reading, have The
Guide on hand so that if you go blank or you need a little extra help, you can quickly look up a
card and explore what it might mean for you in your reading.However, if you aspire to be an
intuitive Tarot reader, promise me this… Ask your Higher Self what the card means for you
before looking it up in this book. Even if your mind initially goes blank, take a moment to connect
intuitively with the card and notice what you see, feel or hear. What stands out to you? You might
notice a particular object or person in the illustration. How does the imagery feel to you? You
might get a certain feeling or energy from the card. Or you might relate to the story that’s being
told in its details. That energy or emotion is your intuition talking to you! It’s where the magic truly
begins to happen, and your Tarot readings start to offer you deep and personal insight.3. IT’S
OK TO INTERPRET THE CARDS IN YOUR OWN SPECIAL WAYMany Tarot beginners worry



that they are misinterpreting a Tarot card if it’s different from what they read in a book like this
one. But here’s what I want you to know – it’s OK if you can’t find your interpretation of a card in a
Tarot book. In fact, it’s fantastic because it means that your intuition is kicking into gear and you
are creating a personal connection with the Tarot cards.The intention of The Guide is just that—
to be a guide (and not gospel). It’s not the ‘be all and end all’ of Tarot card meanings. What’s
more important is that you’re connecting with your intuition and manifesting your dreams with
Tarot by your side.4. YOU’RE NOT LIMITED TO JUST THE RIDER- WAITE DECKWhile The
Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings refers to the Radiant Rider-Waite deck, you can use this
guide with other Tarot decks too.Usually, the core energy of the Tarot card is the same across
different decks—it’s just the imagery and symbolism that can differ. It’s like telling the same story,
just using different words.Choose a Tarot deck that you most resonate with and then use the
guide to interpret the core energy of those cards.With that in mind, let’s get into the meanings of
the 78 Tarot cards, shall we?!WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT TAROT?If you feel called to
learn more about how to read Tarot with confidence and ease, then check out my courses and
programs at .THE MAJOR ARCANAThe Major Arcana Tarot cards represent the life lessons,
karmic influences and the big archetypal themes that are influencing your life and your soul’s
journey to enlightenment. The Major Arcana card meanings are deep and complex – in beautiful
ways! These Tarot cards truly represent the structure of human consciousness and hold the keys
to life lessons passed down through the ages.Also known as the Trump Cards, the Major Arcana
cards include 21 numbered cards and 1 unnumbered card (the Fool). The Fool is the main
character of the Major Arcana and makes his journey through each of the cards, meeting new
teachers and learning new life lessons along the way, and eventually reaching the completion of
his journey with the World card. This is known as the Fool’s Journey and is a helpful way of
understanding the story line of the Major Arcana Tarot card meanings.When you see a Major
Arcana card in a Tarot reading, you are being called to reflect on the life lessons and themes you
may be currently experiencing. A Major Arcana card will often set the scene for the entire Tarot
reading, with the other cards relating back to that core Major Arcana meaning.When a Tarot
reading is predominantly made up of Major Arcana cards, you are experiencing life-changing
events that will have long-term effects. There are important lessons that you must pay attention
to in order to progress further in your spiritual and personal quest.If many of the Major Arcana
Tarot cards are reversed, however, it may be a sign that you are not paying enough attention to
these important life lessons and you need to first master the lesson before being able to move
forward.0. THE FOOLKEYWORDSUpright: Beginnings, innocence, spontaneity, a free
spirit.Reversed: Holding back, recklessness, risk-taking.QUOTES“There are two mistakes one
can make along the road to truth...not going all the way, and not starting.” – Buddha“A journey of
a thousand miles must begin with a single step.” – Lao Tzu“The knack of flying is learning how to
throw yourself at the ground and miss.” – Douglas Adams (Author of The Hitchhikers Guide to
the Galaxy.)DESCRIPTIONThe Fool is numbered 0 – the number of unlimited potential – and so
does not have a specific place in the sequence of the Tarot cards. The Fool can be placed either



at the beginning of the Major Arcana or at the end. The Major Arcana is often considered the
Fool’s journey through life and as such, he is ever present and therefore needs no number.On
the Fool Tarot card, a young man stands on the edge of a cliff, without a care in the world, as he
sets out on a new adventure. He is gazing upwards toward the sky (and the Universe) and is
seemingly unaware that he is about to skip off a precipice into the unknown. Over his shoulder
rests a modest knapsack containing everything he needs – which isn’t much (let’s say he’s a
minimalist). The white rose in his left hand represents his purity and innocence. And at his feet is
a small white dog, representing loyalty and protection, that encourages him to charge forward
and learn the lessons he came to learn. The mountains behind the Fool symbolise the
challenges yet to come. They are forever present, but the Fool doesn’t care about them right
now; he’s more focused on starting his expedition.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD
MEANINGSGeneralThe Fool is a card of new beginnings, opportunity and potential. Just like the
young man, you are at the outset of your journey, standing at the cliff‘s edge, and about to take
your first step into the unknown. Even though you don’t know exactly where you are going, you
are being called to commit yourself and follow your heart, no matter how crazy this leap of faith
might seem to you. Now is a time when you need to trust where the Universe is taking you.As
you undertake this new journey, the Fool encourages you to have an open, curious mind and a
sense of excitement. Throw caution to the wind and be ready to embrace the unknown, leaving
behind any fear, worry or anxiety about what may or may not happen. This is about new
experiences, personal growth, development, and adventure.The time is NOW! Take that leap of
faith, even if you do not feel 100% ready or equipped for what is coming (who knows what it
could be?!). Seriously, what are you waiting for? Do you think you need to have everything
mapped out before you can begin? No way! Not with the Fool. He ventures out on his journey
with just his essential belongings – and now he invites you to do the same. You don’t need to
wait for someone to give you the green light or hold off until you have all the skills, tools and
resources you think you might need. You are ready! If you’ve been watching for a sign, this is it!
This is a time of great potential and opportunity for you right now. The world is your oyster, and
anything can happen. Use your creative mind with a dash of spontaneity to make the most of this
magical time and bring forth your new ideas in powerful ways.The Fool is your invitation to relax,
play, and have fun. Treat life like one big experiment and feel yourself in the flow of whatever
comes your way. This card asks you to embrace your beautiful, carefree spirit, allowing yourself
to connect to the energy that surrounds you and flows through you. Tap into your fullest potential
by stepping into a place of wonderment, curiosity and intrigue. Live life as though you were a
child once again. Laugh more, dance, and let your heart go free.This is an excellent card to
meditate on if you are struggling with dread, worry or self- doubt in your life. The Fool is your
guide, as someone who is daring and carefree. He is the embodiment of who you really are –
your free spirit, your inner child, and your playful soul. Any time you experience fear, remember
the essence of the Fool as he encourages you to acknowledge that fear and do it anyway! You
never know what the future holds, but like the Fool, you must step into the unknown, trusting that



the Universe will catch you and escort you along the way. Take a chance and see what
happens.Career, Work and FinancesIn the spirit of fresh beginnings, the Fool can often suggest
the start of a new career path or a new job. This is likely to be an area where you have limited
experience, but you are eager to learn. It might be an internship, a new industry, or a complete
career change.The Fool can also represent an entrepreneurial spirit. New ideas and possibilities
inspire you to begin an enterprise or business. You may consider leaving your current job to
pursue your dreams of starting a company or embarking on a new career journey. A word of
caution, however: you may be susceptible to ‘get rich quick’ schemes that leave you high and
dry, so do your research before investing.Personality TypesThe Fool’s personality is carefree,
curious, adventurous, unconventional, fun and playful. He is a risk-taker and is exciting to be
around, even if a little unpredictable. He will open your eyes to a whole new world filled with
possibilities you could never have imagined. His lust for life is undeniable, accompanied by a
hunger for knowledge and a passion for ideas. Together you will discover your sprightly side as
this person loves to have fun and wants to make you laugh.The Fool can represent someone
who is naive, gullible, and even child-like in their way of thinking. He is a dreamer, one who lives
in their own happy world and may be oblivious to the tougher realities of life.Relationships and
LoveThe Fool often signifies the early stages of a new relationship when you are getting to know
each other and being more vulnerable with each other. You may be afraid to let go and explore
the possibilities together, but this tension and fear urge you forward and entice you to find out
where the relationship is heading.Alternatively, you may not be ready for a commitment just yet,
even though others are asking it of you. Maybe you feel more attracted to the single lifestyle,
where you can come and go as you please and explore multiple relationships at the same time.
You are seeking fun and spontaneity rather than something more serious.If you are in a
relationship, you may desire to step out on your own and date other people. You may be on the
verge of wanting to start your journey but just do not know how to make it happen. Or, you may
just want to introduce more fun and playfulness into your existing relationship.SpiritualityIn
spiritual readings, the Fool is a sign that you are learning to trust the Universe and listen to your
intuition as you take this leap of faith. You are in flow with the Universal energies and engaged in
a dance with life itself. The more you let go and surrender to the ‘now’, the more potential you
allow into your path. It is as if you are experiencing life for the first time, as you are intensely
present and opening yourself up to the wonders of the world around you.You may also be open
to exploring many metaphysical belief systems in the quest to find what resonates with you.
While friends and family may not understand your spiritual journey, you feel compelled to
deepen your knowledge and explore new philosophies.Well-being and HealthAs a risk-taker, the
Fool can imply that you are more accident-prone than most, so be careful about engaging in
high-risk activities and make a plan before taking that big leap.If you’ve been having health
issues, the Fool can be a signal that your health and well-being is going in a positive direction.
Perhaps you’re trying a new treatment, or you’ve gained a fresh perspective that will support
your health.Journaling Prompts What might happen if I were to trust in the Universe and take



that first step? How can I add more playfulness and spontaneity into my life? What new
beginnings are available to me right now? What is my pure, untapped potential?Suggested Card
CombinationsFool + Star – Blind faith (in a positive sense) and a belief in new possibilities,
transformation, and change.Fool + Judgement – Rebirth, the dawning of a new possibility or
personal transformation.Fool + World – One journey is ending, while a new one is about to
begin.Fool + Two of Swords – Reluctance to take the first step or a calculated risk.Fool + Three
of Wands – Expanding horizons and entering new territories. Potential for travel.REVERSED
TAROT CARD MEANINGSThe Fool reversed suggests that you have conceived of a new project
but aren’t ready to ‘birth’ it into the world just yet. You may worry that you are not fit or that you
don’t have all the tools, skills and resources you need to make this project a success. Or
perhaps you have a sense that the timing isn’t right. Something is holding you back, and you are
preventing yourself from moving forward. You may choose to keep this new opportunity to
yourself for now, or you might be ‘parking’ it until a better time.You may fear the unknown,
wondering, ‘What am I getting myself into?’ As a result, you have come to a standstill, worried
about taking any action where you don’t know the outcome. This often boils down to the need to
control everything. Balance this out with knowing that the Universe has your back and you can
take this step forward, even if you are unsure of exactly what will happen next.On the flip side,
the reversed Fool can show that you are taking too many risks and acting recklessly. In your
attempt to live ‘in the moment’ and be spontaneous and adventurous, you may do so in total
disregard of the consequences of your actions and engaging in activities that put both yourself
and others at risk. Look at the bigger picture and consider how you can keep the free spirit of the
Fool without harming others.In light of the playful and fun energy of the upright Fool, the reversal
suggests you are exploring this spirit on a more personal and quiet level. For example, instead of
letting down your hair and dancing up on stage, you are dancing in your bedroom like no-one is
watching. Look at how you can bring more play into your daily life, even if you start out by doing it
in private.Suggested Card CombinationsFool reversed + Devil – Short-term thinking for personal
gain but a longer-term detriment.Fool reversed + Six of Cups reversed – Naive and immature;
reverting to child-like behaviour.Fool reversed + Page of Cups reversed – Naive yet hopeful that
a negative situation may turn positive once again. You might end up disappointed.I. THE
MAGICIANKEYWORDSUpright: Manifestation, resourcefulness, power, inspired
action.Reversed: Manipulation, poor planning, untapped talents.QUOTES“Only one who
devotes himself to a cause with his whole strength and soul can be a true master. For this
reason mastery demands all of a person.” – Albert Einstein“Spiritual love is a position of standing
with one hand extended into the universe and one hand extended into the world, letting
ourselves be a conduit for passing energy.” - Christina Baldwin (Author and seminar
presenter)DESCRIPTIONThe Magician card is numbered One – the number of new beginnings
and opportunities – and associates with the planet of Mercury. He stands with one arm stretched
upwards towards the Universe, and the other pointing down to the earth. His positioning
represents his connection between the spiritual realms and the material realms. The Magician



uses this relationship to create and manifest his goals in the physical realm. He is the conduit
that converts energy into matter. The Magician’s robe is white, symbolising purity, and his cloak
is red, representing worldly experience and knowledge.On the table in front of him are the four
symbols of the Tarot suits – a cup, pentacle, sword and wand – each symbolising one of the four
elements – water, earth, air and fire. It is also a sign that he has all the tools (and elements) he
needs to manifest his intentions into being. Above his head is the infinity symbol, and around his
waist is a snake biting its own tail – both of which signal that he has access to unlimited potential.
And in the foreground is an array of foliage and flowers, symbolising the blossoming and fruition
of his ideas and aspirations.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD MEANINGSGeneralAs a master
manifestor, the Magician brings you the tools, resources and energy you need to make your
dreams come true. Seriously, everything you need right now is at your fingertips. You have the
spiritual (fire), physical (earth), mental (air) and emotional (water) resources to manifest your
desires. And when you combine them with the energy of the spiritual and earthly realms, you will
become a manifestation powerhouse! The key is to bring these tools together synergistically so
that the impact of what you create is greater than the separate parts. This is alchemy at its best!
Now is the perfect time to move forward on an idea that you recently conceived. The seed of
potential has sprouted, and you are being called to take action and bring your intention to
fruition. The skills, knowledge and capabilities you have gathered along your life path have led
you to where you are now, and whether or not you know it, you are ready to turn your ideas into
reality.In your quest to manifest your goals, you must establish a clear vision of what you will
create (and why) before you act. It is not enough to be motivated by ego (money, status, or fame)
– you need to have a soul connection to your goals and intentions. You are a powerful, creative
being, and this is your opportunity to bring your Higher Self in alignment with your day-to- day
actions to create the future you want most.When you are clear about your ‘what’ and your ‘why’,
the Magician calls on you to take inspired action. You will need focused attention and intense
concentration to bring your goals to fruition. Focus on the ONE thing that will move you towards
your goal. Commitment to the task is essential, so drop any distractions that may draw your
focus away from what you want to achieve. Be methodical in your planning to make sure that you
stay on track and carry out your tasks.Career, Work and FinancesIn a career or work reading,
the Magician shows that you are in your element and you are a top performer in your role. You
are masterful at what you do, and you can draw upon all of your tools, resources, networks, and
personal knowledge to get the job done.This card also suggests that you are successfully
applying your skills and you are feeling engaged and energised. Your current job is a perfect
match for your talents.The Magician shows financial competence and the opportunity to
manifest more financial abundance by strategically employing your resources, perhaps through
a side hustle or conservative investments.Personality TypesThe Magician’s personality is
masterful, resourceful, and strategic. When you want to make things happen, turn to the
Magician. He knows how to use all the tools at his disposal to find creative solutions to
challenging situations.The Magician is a high-achiever and is typically very successful at what



he puts his mind to. He increases his manifesting power when he is crystal clear about his ‘why’
and when he aligns his goals and actions with his Highest Good.His personality may also be
someone who has an affinity with Law of Attraction principles and is known for his manifestation
super-powers. You know those people who can manifest all kinds of abundance? They are
Magicians!Relationships and LoveIn a relationship reading, the Magician reflects that you are
both focused on making the most of the relationship and improving it where necessary. You are
both keen to apply your knowledge and skills from earlier relationships to your current one to
make it work. You are also coming from a pragmatic way of thinking and will do whatever it takes
to make the relationship a success.If looking for love, the Magician advises you to look at all the
tools and resources available to you right now to help you on your journey. For example, you may
consider...Internet dating, drawing upon your network of friends or starting a new hobby to meet
someone. This is about keeping an optimistic and can-do attitude in order to get what you
want.And if you are in an existing relationship, this is the perfect chance to share your goals and
talk about why they are important to you. Together, you can manifest your dreams using your
collective resources.SpiritualityYou may feel drawn to concepts such as the Law of Attraction
and other manifestation mindsets. The Magician sees you connecting with Universal knowledge
and power and applying them to your material world. You are keen to create a link between the
spirit, the mind, and the body, in a balanced and harmonised way.Well-being and HealthIf you
are experiencing health issues, you may be inclined to take an active and holistic approach to
your well-being. You are also not going to just sit about, hoping things will get better. You are
action-oriented, focused on reaching a solution and willing to try different treatments or
specialists, so long as you resolve your issue.Journaling Prompts What do I want to create?
Why? What tools and resources are available to me now? What actions can I take to manifest
my goals?Suggested Card CombinationsMagician + Temperance – A strong desire to use your
skills to help others and achieve a higher purpose.Magician + Six of Pentacles – Skilled
volunteering or setting up a new charity organisation.Magician + Eight of Pentacles – Incredible
focus and concentration, especially at work or in your studies.Magician + Eight of Wands – Swift
action leading to successful resultsREVERSED TAROT CARD MEANINGSOn one level, the
reversed Magician shows you are exploring what you wish to manifest, but you are not taking
action yet. You are uncertain if you have everything you need and may be unsure about how to
make it happen. If you take care of what you intend to manifest, the Universe will work out the
how. Stay attuned to your intuition and pay attention to opportunities as they arise. These are like
little breadcrumbs that will take you closer to your goal.If you are already acting on your goal, the
reversed Magician can be a sign that you are struggling to see progress or success. Several
factors may be at play. Perhaps you have an idea but don’t know what action to take to manifest
it. Perhaps you are not clear on your desired outcome so your efforts are misdirected or
unfocused. Maybe you have lost touch with your ‘why’, or it wasn’t compelling enough, and now
you’re lacking motivation in completing the goal. Or perhaps your end goal is out of alignment
with your Highest Good and the Universe is sending you a big “Stop! Go Back!” sign.At its worst,



the reversed Magician signifies greed, manipulation and trickery. You may be masterful at
manifesting, but if you are out of touch with your Higher Self, you may only do it for your personal
gain and at the expense of others. Sometimes you may fall into this trap unintentionally. If your
goals are not coming to fruition or something feels ‘off’, tune into that and asking yourself if you
are working for the highest good or solely for your own benefit.In a career reading, the Magician
reversed shows that you have many skills, talents, and capabilities, but your real potential is not
being maximised. You may realise that you have so much more to give. Or perhaps you know
you are great at something, but you have not allowed yourself the opportunity to nurture and
explore this skill. What is impeding you from using these abilities? What needs to change for you
to reach your fullest potential?Suggested Card CombinationsMagician reversed + High
Priestess reversed – Misuse of higher knowledge and power.Magician reversed + Devil – Using
your personal power to manipulate others.Magician reversed + Seven of Swords – An
untrustworthy person who is only out for personal gain.Magician reversed + Eight of Swords –
Trapped in a negative way of thinking and unable to progress forward.II. THE HIGH
PRIESTESSKEYWORDSUpright: Intuition, sacred knowledge, divine feminine, the
subconscious mind.Reversed: Secrets, disconnected from intuition, withdrawal and
silence.QUOTES“All perceiving is also thinking, all reasoning is also intuition, all observation is
also invention.” – Rudolf Arnheim (psychologist)“The most beautiful thing we can experience is
the mysterious. It is the source of all true art and science.” – Albert EinsteinDESCRIPTIONThe
High Priestess sits in front of a thin veil decorated with pomegranates. The veil represents the
separate conscious and subconscious realms, the seen and the unseen, and serves to keep
casual onlookers out. Only the initiated may enter. The pomegranates on the veil are a symbol of
abundance, fertility and the divine feminine, and are sacred to Persephone who ate a
pomegranate seed in the underworld and was forced to return every year.On either side of the
High Priestess stand two pillars, marking the entrance to this sacred, mystical temple (also
associated with the Temple of Solomon). One pillar is black with the letter B (Boaz, meaning ‘in
his strength’) and the other is white with the letter J (Jachin, meaning ‘he will establish’). The
black and white colours of the pillars symbolise duality – masculine and feminine, darkness and
light – stating that knowledge and acceptance of duality are required to enter this sacred
space.The High Priestess wears a blue robe with a cross on her chest and a horned diadem (or
crown), both a symbol of her divine knowledge and her status as a divine ruler. In her lap, she
holds a scroll with the letter TORA, signifying the Greater Law (according to A. E. Waite).It is
partly covered, signifying that this sacred knowledge is both explicit and implicit, it will only be
revealed when the student is ready to look beyond the material realm. The crescent moon at her
feet symbolises her connection with the divine feminine, her intuition and subconscious mind,
and the natural cycles of the moon.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD MEANINGSGeneralWhile the
Magician is the guardian of the conscious mind and the tangible world, the High Priestess is the
guardian of the subconscious mind and the teacher of sacred knowledge and hidden mysteries.
Sitting at the threshold of the conscious and subconscious mind, the High Priestess has an



innate ability to travel between these realms effortlessly. She teaches you that the world is not
always as it seems and more profound influences are often at play. She ushers you through the
thin veil of awareness, offering you a deep, intuitive understanding of the Universe and a
heightened awareness of secret or hidden information.The High Priestess signifies spiritual
enlightenment, inner illumination, divine knowledge and wisdom. She shows up in your Tarot
readings when the veil between you and the underworld is thin, and you have the opportunity to
access the knowledge deep within your soul. Now is the time to be still so you can tune in to your
intuition. The answers you are seeking will come from within, from your deepest truth and
‘knowing’. Allow the High Priestess to become your guide as you venture deep into your
subconscious mind and access this inner wisdom. Connect with your intuition and your Higher
Self through meditation, visualisation, shamanic journeying, and being part of spiritual
communities.Your intuitive sense right now is providing you with useful information and is
assisting you to become more in touch with your subconscious mind. Knowledge of how to fix
these issues will not come through thinking and rationalising, but by tapping into and trusting
your intuition, so allow yourself the time and space to meditate and attend to your inner voice.
Look for areas in your life that may be out of balance or lacking ‘flow’ and ease.Now is also a
time of heightened intuitive ability and psychic insight. If you are developing these skills, the High
Priestess offers you further encouragement to continue your journey and trust that you are on
the right path. The more you listen to your intuition, the more it will flow.Finally, the High Priestess
is a signal that you are being called to embrace the Divine Feminine – your connection to your
intuition, compassion, empathy, and inner wisdom. Regardless of your gender, it is vital for you
to balance and integrate your masculine and feminine energies, and the presence of the High
Priestess signals that your sacred feminine needs your attention right now. Feel, rather than
think. Collaborate, rather than compete. Create, rather than destroy. Trust your Divine Feminine
energy, even if the masculine energy around you may appear to be stronger. Be proud of your
ability to nurture, trust, sense, and empathise instead of hiding it away.Career, Work and
FinancesIn a career reading, the High Priestess advises you to follow your gut instinct and your
intuition. Sometimes we do not realise how much we know on an intuitive level, and while a
professional environment often requires us to work from evidence, we can also draw upon our
intuitive foundation to make the right decisions. You may have a gut feeling about what needs to
be done or how to resolve a work issue – don’t ignore it!If considering a career move, go with the
path that feels most right to you. As a highly intuitive and receptive individual, your career paths
could include working as a counsellor, psychic, spiritual advisor, teacher or coach. Or, it may suit
you to seek out a career as a consultant, diagnostician or practitioner in an area where you can
use your highly developed perceptions and insights.Financially, the High Priestess encourages
you to listen to your intuition, especially if something seems ‘off’. Something might look good on
paper, but if your gut is telling you otherwise, you need to pay attention and dig further into
whether it’s the right opportunity for you. You may also need to keep your financial matters
confidential and only share your information with those you trust.Personality TypesThe High



Priestess is a calm, passive, and patient person. She remains non-active (that is, consciously
inactive) and often withdraws from involvement with her outer world so that life can flow without
her intervention. She trusts in the Universe to take care of unfolding events.She is also
independent and self-sufficient. Solitude and silence are important to her so she can connect
with her spiritual source. She likes to be near water, as it heals and rejuvenates the spirit and
body. The High Priestess is highly intuitive, maybe a psychic, or is someone who is deeply
connected to her inner self and subconscious mind. She is easy to talk to because she is
receptive and gentle.Relationships and LoveAs the High Priestess reflects intuition and deeper
knowledge, the arrival of this card in a relationship reading heralds an extraordinary connection
between two people. This card represents a relationship guided by intuition, where you both
share a deep, spiritual bond with one another and may even believe you are soulmates destined
to share a life phase. You may also be open to exploring Tantra as a way of strengthening your
spiritual bond and conscious awakening together.If you are single, you may enjoy this time alone
to connect with your Divine Feminine. And if you are dating or discovering a new relationship,
then this card asks you to trust your intuition about whether this new relationship is right for you.
You will need to heed your inner voice to recognise the best path forward.SpiritualityThe High
Priestess is a sign of a heightened state of conscious awareness and enlightenment. You realise
the power of your intuition and are seeking out ways to develop this skill even more. Be careful
not to force your psychic development though by trying to do ‘all the things’. Instead, allow this
sacred knowledge to flow through you at its own pace.Well-being and HealthWith the High
Priestess, you are in tune with your body and mind and can sense when something is out of
alignment with your health and well-being. Trust your intuition and follow your inner voice to
guide you to where you need to focus your attention. If you sense that something is not right with
your body, believe in your concerns and advocate for yourself. You may need to see a different
healthcare practitioner, particularly if your current provider does not trust your instincts around
your health. You may find you also connect better with a female practitioner or specialist.
Possible health issues may be infertility, menstrual issues, and other female health
issues.Journaling Prompts What message does my inner voice have for me right now? How can
I listen to and trust my intuition more? How can I more fully express and honour my Divine
Feminine?Suggested Card CombinationsHigh Priestess + Hierophant – Balance between
intuitive and written knowledge, or the sacred and secular.High Priestess + Hermit – Stepping
back from the outer world to go deeper into the subconscious and to explore inner meaning and
understanding.High Priestess + Star – Making personal changes based on an intuitive sense of
what needs to be resolved.High Priestess + Two of Cups – A soulmate connection built on a
deep understanding.High Priestess + Eight of Wands – Taking swift action based on your gut
instinct.REVERSED TAROT CARD MEANINGSThe reversed High Priestess calls on you to be
still and direct your attention inward to listen to your voice and wisdom. You may be swayed by
other people’s opinions or swept up in their drama when what you really need to do is focus on
what is right for you. It is time to get quiet and withdraw yourself from the external world to



observe what your inner guidance is sharing with you now.Ask yourself: Do I struggle to trust my
intuition fully? Perhaps you doubt yourself or feel silly or guilty for listening to your intuition, and
as a result, you deny your ability to tune in and receive this potent information. You may also
keep your intuitive capabilities hidden from others, fearful of their judgements or opinions. If this
resonates, know that your intuition is your superpower, here to guide you and help you. Have
faith in the Universe and allow yourself to be in flow with its energies. Surrender and let go.Think
of the High Priestess as the calm centre inside of you that is untouched by your external world
and trust that she is always there when you need her. Whenever you worry that things are just
getting too crazy, find a quiet space and meditate so you can hear her voice. If you stop thinking
or fretting about your issue and instead clear the way for your intuition to speak to you, the
answer will follow.Finally, the secretive nature of the High Priestess may suggest gossip and
hidden agendas. Others may be keeping information from you or talking about you behind your
back and sharing mistruths. Rather than making assumptions or diving into the depths of
paranoia, have an open and honest conversation to surface and address these
secrets.Suggested Card CombinationsHigh Priestess reversed + Three of Cups reversed –
Being excluded by a circle of friends who are engaging in gossip and secrecy.High Priestess
reversed + Ten of Cups reversed – Acting in ways that go against your personal values and your
gut instinct.High Priestess reversed + Nine of Wands – Feeling as though people are gossiping
behind your back or not telling the truth.III. THE EMPRESSKEYWORDSUpright: Fertility,
femininity, beauty, nature, abundance.Reversed: Creative block, dependence on
others.QUOTES“Spiritual and religious traditions, when shaped by the feminine principle, affirm
the cyclical phrases of our lives and the wisdom each phase brings, the sacredness of our
bodies and the body of the Earth.” – Patrick Wynne“The deepest experience of the creator is
feminine, for it is experience of receiving and bearing.” – Rainer Maria RilkeDESCRIPTIONThe
Empress is a beautiful, full-figured woman with blonde hair and a peaceful aura about her. On
her head, she wears a crown of twelve stars, showing her connection with the mystical realm
and the cycles of the natural world (the twelve months of the year and the twelve planets). Her
robe is patterned with pomegranates, symbolic of fertility, and sits upon a luxurious array of
cushions and flowing red velvet. One cushion features the symbol of Venus, the planet of love,
creativity, fertility, beauty and grace – the essence of the Empress.A beautiful, lush forest and
winding stream surround the Empress, signifying her connection with Mother Earth and life itself.
She draws her sense of peace from the trees and the water and is rejuvenated by the energy of
nature. In the foreground, golden wheat springs from the soil, reflecting abundance from a recent
harvest.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD MEANINGSGeneralThe Empress signifies a strong
connection with our femininity. Femininity translates in many ways – elegance, sensuality, fertility,
creative expression, nurturing – and is necessary for creating balance in both men and women.
The Empress calls on you to connect with your feminine energy. Create beauty in your life.
Connect with your senses through taste, touch, sound, smell and sight. Draw on these senses to
experience pleasure and deep fulfilment. Treat yourself to a day spa, learn massage, enjoy a fine



restaurant or spend more time with your partner. Discover different approaches to expressing
yourself creatively, be it through painting, music, drama or other art forms. This may be the
perfect chance to take up a new hobby that enables you to access this part of yourself.The
Empress signifies abundance. You are surrounded by life’s pleasures and luxuries and have
everything you need to live a comfortable lifestyle. You are in a period of growth, in which all you
have dreamed of is now coming to fruition. When the Empress appears in your Tarot readings,
take a moment to reflect on the bounty that surrounds you and offer gratitude for all you have
created so you can continue to build on this energy and create even more abundance in your
life.As the Mother Earth archetype, the Empress urges you to venture out into nature to ground
your energy and be in flow with the earth. Take a trip to your favourite natural setting, be it a
forest, beach, mountain or lake, and sit for a couple of minutes, hours or even days to breathe in
the energy that surrounds you while marvelling in the beauty of your surroundings. Allow yourself
the time and the space to enter a different frame of mind and receive the grounding spirit of
nature into your heart and consciousness. When you do this, you can reach higher planes of
consciousness.When you are in tune with the energy of the Empress, you will naturally take on
her mothering nature. You feel a strong urge to nurture and care for others, from a place of loving
compassion and support. You see it as a gift and an honour to tend to others, and in doing so
you, too, receive benefit. In a more literal sense, you may step into the role of ‘mother’, perhaps
as the mother of a newborn, caretaker of other people’s children, or spending more quality time
with your kids.The Empress can also suggest pregnancy or birth. This may be an actual
pregnancy or childbirth, or a metaphorical ‘birth’ of a new idea or project. Bring your creative
ideas into being by nurturing them and supporting their growth. Allow those designs and their
manifestation to flow through you, acting with compassion and love.Career, Work and
FinancesIn a work-related reading, the Empress shows that you are seeking a creative outlet in
your work. Have you found yourself attracted to activities that draw on your artistic talents or your
ability to design or develop new ideas?At work, you may catch yourself acting as the ‘mother
hen’ of the office, taking care of others and being a supportive part of their growth. You take the
time to get to know your co-workers and understand how they are feeling at work. You care for
the well-being of those around you and focus on building professional relationships, rather than
just getting the task done. And what about mentorship? You may move into a mentoring role,
offering both career and emotional support to those who are at the start of their journey.The
Empress is associated with caring professions such as a nurse, healthcare provider, counsellor
or therapist, or with more visionary roles such as an artist, creative director, or
designer.Financially, the Empress brings abundance. Your financial situation is likely to be
positive and may well result from giving to those around you and then receiving in
return.Personality TypesThe Empress is a highly sensory person who appreciates the beauty of
the simple things in life. Her environment is beautifully decorated, and she wears flowing
dresses with floral prints. She is at home in nature and attuned with the natural cycles of the
earth such as the seasons and the moon.A nurturer at heart, the Empress personality loves to



‘mother’ and care for others. She’s the friend who is always there to listen to you confess your
innermost self and give you a loving hug to reassure you that everything will be
OK.Relationships and LoveIn a relationship reading, the Empress is a positive sign that you
have developed that deep sense of self-love and self-respect that will radiate from you to others.
You are in the prime position to attract and grow loving relationships with open lines of
communication. There is a rich sensuality present in your connection with others, with a love for
passion, pleasure and potential. The Empress is a very sensual person who is deeply connected
with her sexuality, femininity and inner beauty, and this makes for a beautiful, intimate
relationship.If your relationship is experiencing trouble, then the Empress acts as a reminder to
be more forthcoming and honest with each other. You need to come from a place of love and
compassion when you share with each other and discuss your feelings. This is a time to let go of
any defensive barriers and to truly open up. Look at the situation with a deep love for your
partner, even if he or she is continually doing things to upset or annoy you.SpiritualityThe
Empress asks you to deepen your connection with the earth and honour the natural cycles. You
may be drawn to Paganism, Wicca or other nature-based belief systems. Or you might connect
with your inner self through the seasons and the lunar phases. Spending time outside and
grounding your energy is vital for your spiritual well-being and growth.Well-being and
HealthOverall, the Empress heralds positive health and well-being, showing that you are deeply
connected to your inner self, which translates to outer health. On a physical level, pay attention
to any feminine health issues, particularly around fertility and the menstrual cycle. If you are
trying to get pregnant, then the Empress is an excellent sign that this may be forthcoming (but
only a pregnancy test will tell!). And if you are not ready to be a parent and pregnancy is a
possibility for you, you need to be very careful and use contraception diligently.If you are having
health issues of any kind, look at them from a different perspective. What is your body trying to
tell you? Consider adding a naturopathic or homeopathic approach to your regimen.Journaling
Prompts How can I show loving kindness and compassion towards others and myself? What am
I bringing into fruition? How can I deepen my connection to nature? How can I fully express my
creativity?Suggested Card CombinationsEmpress + Emperor – Mother and father
figures.Empress + Lovers – Sexual fulfilment, intimacy and pleasure in your relationship.
Empress + Star – Generosity and free-flowing love to all those around you.Empress + Nine of
Pentacles – A high level of sophistication and an appreciation for the finer things in life,
especially expensive art or fancy restaurants.Empress + Ten of Pentacles – Affluence, luxury
and physical comfort.REVERSED TAROT CARD MEANINGSReversed, the Empress
encourages you to make self-love and self-care a priority. Now is the time to bring your loving
energy and focus to yourself, especially if you have been giving away your personal power by
placing too much emphasis on another person’s emotional or material needs, thus neglecting
your own. Book a girls’ weekend, go for a walk on your own or start a creative project that’s just
for you. It is essential that you fill your cup and care for yourself so you can then take care of
others without resentment.You may also crave a stronger connection with nature and Mother



Earth. Now is the perfect occasion to spend even just a few hours in a natural setting such as a
beach, park or garden. Breathe in the radiant energy as you’re surrounded by nature’s beauty
and take time to notice the little things: an ant racing along on the ground, new leaves budding
on the trees, or the rich purples and greens of the flowers and plants.The Empress reversed can
suggest that you are feeling a creative block, especially in ‘birthing’ a new idea or expressing
yourself creatively. You may worry whether it will be a success or if your work is appealing to
others. For now, don’t bother about what others think. The important thing is that you are
allowing your creative energy to flow, even if it means keeping your newest creations private to
you only (and even if they look like a three-year-old created them!).The reversed Empress may
call your attention to issues around body image. Are you your biggest critic when it comes to
how you look and the shape of your body? Learn to love your body again and give thanks for the
lovely curves, lumps and bumps. Rediscover your beauty, inside and out.In your relationships,
you may take the ‘mothering’ role too far, becoming overprotective, co-dependent and
controlling. If this resonates, it is time to shift your focus from the mother- child relationship to an
adult-to-adult relationship by creating independence, trust and loving compassion.Suggested
Card CombinationsEmpress reversed + High Priestess reversed – Not listening to your intuition
or connecting with your inner being.Empress reversed + Page of Cups reversed –
Disappointments around pregnancy, possibly an expectation that did not turn out as well as you
had hoped.IV. THE EMPERORKEYWORDSUpright: Authority, establishment, structure, a father
figure.Reversed: Domination, excessive control, lack of discipline, inflexibility.QUOTES“A leader
is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way.” – John C. Maxwell (Motivational
speaker)“He that cannot obey, cannot command.” – Benjamin FranklinDESCRIPTIONIf the
Empress is the Mother archetype of the Tarot deck, the Emperor is the Father. He sits upon a
large stone throne, adorned with four rams’ heads (symbolic of his connection with Aries and the
planet Mars). In his right hand, the Emperor holds an ankh, the Egyptian symbol of life, and in his
left is an orb representing the world over which he rules.He wears a red robe, indicative of his
power, passion and energy for life. Underneath it, he wears a suit of armour, suggesting that he
is protected from any threat (and any emotional response or vulnerability). His long white beard
is symbolic of his age-old wisdom and experience, and along with his gold crown, he is an
authority figure who demands to be heard.Behind his throne looms a tall, impenetrable mountain
range, signifying that he is backed by a solid foundation but resistant to making any changes
unless he deems it necessary. Beneath the peaks flows a small river, giving some hope that
despite his tough exterior, he is still an emotional being – it will just take a lot of digging and trust
to open him up to his softer side.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD MEANINGSGeneralAs the father
figure of the Tarot deck, the Emperor suggests that you are adopting this fatherly role
(regardless of whether you are male or female), providing for your family, and protecting and
defending your loved ones. You may be the breadwinner or the ‘rock’ for those who rely on your
stability and security.Similarly, the Emperor represents a powerful leader who demands respect
and authority. Status, power and recognition are essential to you, and you are most comfortable



in a leadership role where you can command and direct others. As a leader, you rule with a firm
but fair hand. You have a clear vision of what you want to create, and you organise those around
you to manifest your goal. You listen to the advice of others, but you prefer to have the final say.
Conflict doesn’t scare you, and you won’t hesitate to use your power to protect those you care
about. And in return, those people will repay you with the loyalty and respect you deserve. Claim
your authority as leader and influencer and don’t let others put you down.The Emperor reflects a
system bound by rules and regulations. You create law and order by applying principles or
guidelines to a specific situation. Create calm out of chaos by breaking down any problem into
its parts and then mapping out the actions you need to take to resolve it. Be systematic, strategic
and highly organised in your approach, and stick to your plan until the end.The Emperor card
also signifies world knowledge and expertise. Through the course of your life, you have gained
valuable wisdom and life experience, and now you enjoy offering guidance, advice, and direction
to someone who might benefit from it. You may be a teacher, coach, boss, or just a good friend
who likes to take what you have learned and pass it on so that others can be as wise and
powerful as you.Career, Work and FinancesIn a career reading, the Emperor can represent a
leader, boss, or mentor who is powerful and well-established. This person will be your advocate,
so long as you stay loyal to him and do as he asks.The Emperor can also signify success at
work and may even mean a promotion to a leadership position. If you have presented yourself as
successful, strong and influential, you will go far. You need to show that you are a talented expert
in your field and that you have the discipline and commitment to see things through. Speak with
authority on your area of expertise and know others will listen to what you have to say. You are
now more likely to speak up rather than shrink into the background and escape the public eye. It
will serve you well to be extremely organised at work, to plan ahead and set up structures to
manage your efforts.You may be drawn to a work environment that offers a solid and
dependable source of income, somewhere you feel secure and can be part of an established
institution. This card lends itself to a government organisation, a large hierarchy, or even a
financial or legal institution. Career paths for the Emperor include a general manager or
business leader, university lecturer, executive coach or mentor, accountant, program manager,
builder, engineer or business owner.Financially, you may be wise to invest in conservative or
well-established initiatives. Now is a time when you need to exercise self-discipline and control
over how you manage your finances.Personality TypesThe Emperor is an authoritative and
imposing figure who loves to be the boss. He is robust, reliable and dependable, but can also be
stubborn, aggressive and demanding. His masculine traits typically mark him as the alpha male
of the group. The Emperor personality keeps his guard up to make sure that everyone around
him knows he is in control and he will never fully show his emotions.Relationships and LoveThe
Emperor represents an established, committed relationship. He can be ‘husband material’ given
his loyalty, stability and self-discipline – but, do not expect him to buy you roses or show any
romantic inklings! He is highly practical and will focus on making sure the relationship is working
at a pragmatic level.The Emperor often seeks to assume a traditional, masculine role in a



relationship, where he can be the provider and the ‘rock’ for both of you. Most of the time, this
gives you strength and comfort, but, he may teeter on the border of becoming overbearing and
authoritative, in which case you will have to win back some power in the relationship.
Nonetheless, the Emperor as a partner looks out for you and takes the lead – qualities many
look for in a long- term relationship.If you are looking for love, then the Emperor may signify that
a more stable figure is coming into your life and you can expect a significant and committed
relationship to develop.SpiritualityThe Emperor suggests that you are a religious person with a
high level of commitment and discipline towards your spiritual practice. You may be a regular
church-goer or someone who has practised religion or spirituality for most of your life, thanks to
your self-discipline. You may also find a male mentor who can give much-needed spiritual
advice.Well-being and HealthBe logical about your health. Order and discipline may be helpful in
addressing any current issues. For example, write your symptoms, track them, and then see if
something in your life corresponds with them.Look out for any male health issues, particularly
around fertility, stress and anxiety. Given the fact that the Emperor likes to be in control and take
the lead, sometimes he may just take on too much and burn himself out.Journaling Prompts
How can I step into my power? What roles do structure and organisation play in my life? In what
ways can I become more responsible and accountable? What role does the need to control play
in my behaviour?Suggested Card CombinationsEmperor + Magician – A highly action-oriented
and capable person.Emperor + Hierophant – Conforming to rules, conventions, and religious
structures.Emperor + Chariot – Taking charge and wielding control.Emperor + Knight of Cups –
Definite husband material! A nice balance between masculinity and romance.Emperor + Three
of Wands – Assuming a leadership role and developing business strategy.REVERSED TAROT
CARD MEANINGSThe reversed Emperor calls on you to assess your relationship with power,
control, authority, responsibility and discipline. Are you expressing too much or too little of these
elements in your life right now? Are they working for you or against you?In the reversed position,
the Emperor can be domineering and rigid in his thinking. The card can suggest an over-use and
abuse of authoritative power surrounding you. It could originate from you or from another person,
often a boss, partner or father figure. And it may be because of deep insecurities or father issues
from childhood.Consider the role that power plays in your life. Are you asserting your power and
dominance in a way that leaves others feeling powerless? Or are you giving away your personal
power to please someone else, often a father-figure or a person in authority? Seek to find a
solution where you lead from a place of personal power and enable others to do the same.
Power can be equally and constructively distributed – you don’t need to take it from others, nor
do you need to give yours away.The reversed Emperor may be a sign that others look to you as
their leader or as an expert in the field but you are shying away from the role. You may fear being
seen as the leader, instead preferring to hide in the shadows or stay out of the spotlight. There
may be other ways you can make an impact and influence the world, such as authoring a book
or training others to reach a bigger audience.Sometimes, the reversed Emperor asks you to
stand up to authority. You may feel fed up with an overbearing boss or a hierarchical organisation



and feel compelled to enter a more flexible and adaptive environment. Maybe you aspire to be
your own boss and work independently by starting up your own business. Or, you may seek a
career where you can have greater flexibility and creativity in how you complete your work. You
are sick of having to always work within the confines of a particular structure or way of doing
things, and you want to break free from it.When the reversed Emperor pops up in a Tarot
reading, pay attention to your commitment to your goals and your self-discipline to get the job
done. If you are struggling to see any real outcomes, check that you have a plan in place, a
routine to support it, and the dedication to see it through. You may need to get a little tough on
yourself and do the uncomfortable work you’d prefer to avoid. But if you can harness the positive,
upright energy of the Emperor, your efforts will lead to success.In a relationship reading, the
reversed Emperor suggests that you may be in an unequal partnership and it‘s making you
unhappy in the long term. Your significant other has become overbearing, possessive,
dominating and authoritative. While you may have been looking for a partner to take care of you
and offer a stable foundation for the future, those qualities have gone too far, and it seems as
though much of your independence and freedom have been taken away. This dynamic is putting
a strain on the relationship and preventing a flow of energies between you.Suggested Card
CombinationsEmperor reversed + Justice – Run-in with the law or problems with authorities.
Emperor reversed + Seven of Cups – Scattered thought and a lack of self-discipline.Emperor
reversed + King of Cups reversed – Complete misuse of personal power; manipulative and
nasty.Emperor reversed + Five of Swords – Bending the rules or even breaking the law.V. THE
HIEROPHANTKEYWORDSUpright: Spiritual wisdom, religious beliefs, conformity, tradition,
institutions.Reversed: Personal beliefs, freedom, challenging the status quoQUOTES“Teaching
is more than imparting knowledge, it is inspiring change. Learning is more than absorbing facts,
it is acquiring understanding.” – William Arthur Ward (Author and pastor)“The Supreme Lord
said: I shall reveal to you, who do not disbelieve, the most profound secret of self-knowledge and
self-realisation. Having known this you will be freed from the miseries of worldly existence.” –
Bhagavad GitaDESCRIPTIONThe Hierophant is the masculine counterpart to the High
Priestess. He is also known as the Pope or the Teacher in other Tarot decks and is ruled by
Taurus.The Hierophant is a religious figure sitting between two pillars of a sacred temple –
though this temple differs from the one in which the High Priestess sits. He wears three robes –
red, blue and white – and a three-tiered crown, both representing the three worlds over which he
rules (the conscious, sub-conscious and super-conscious). In his left hand, he holds the Papal
Cross, a triple sceptre that signifies his religious status. He raises his right hand in a religious
blessing, with two fingers pointing towards Heaven and two towards Earth.Before him kneel two
followers. The Hierophant’s task is to pass down his spiritual wisdom and initiate the two into the
church so they can take up their appointed roles. This imagery speaks to a shared group identity
and a rite of passage to enter the next level. The crossed keys at the Hierophant’s feet represent
the balance between the conscious and subconscious minds and the unlocking of mysteries,
which only he can teach.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD MEANINGSGeneralThe Hierophant card



represents an established set of spiritual values and beliefs and is often correlated with religion
and other formal doctrines. Before you can discover your own belief systems and make your own
choices (as associated with the next card, the Lovers), the Hierophant encourages you to learn
the fundamental principles from a trusted source.Work with a teacher, mentor, or guide to teach
you about spiritual values and beliefs in a structured way. He may be an authority or a kind and
generous mentor who nurtures your spiritual awareness and helps you access the Divine by
understanding the traditions and core principles. You may also undertake a period of formal
study as you delve into a subject that has been widely explored and documented.If you have
already mastered a particular field of study, you may be taking on the role of teacher and mentor
to others. In this position, you honour and acknowledge your responsibility to share your
knowledge in a structured way, one that respects the age-old traditions.The Hierophant‘s arrival
suggests you are following convention and staying within the bounds of a ‘tried and tested’
model. You are not yet willing to go out on a limb or offer any new and innovative ideas. Instead,
you adhere to the key principles and rules that you know will lead to a successful result.The
Hierophant may call you to honour family traditions or sacred rituals that sit neglected. You are
being asked to commit to spiritual practice in its most wholesome form – no customisation, no
adaptation, no bending the rules. If you have been lacking ritual and tradition, create a regular
practice such as daily prayer or saying grace before a meal. Consider exploring your spiritual or
religious heritage.The Hierophant Tarot card often speaks to group membership or being part of
an institution. You may enjoy a deep sense of comfort being surrounded by people who have
well-established belief systems and explicit values. Finding them may be as significant as
exploring a new church or religious group, or as simple as joining a gym or online Tarot
community. This card is about identifying with others and a way of thinking that will prompt
further learning.Career, Work and FinancesIn a work-related reading, the Hierophant shows that
you need to conform to the current organisational culture, rules and boundaries. Fit in with others
rather than trying to innovate or transform. Accept that your superiors are right (even if you
disagree!) and do what they ask of you. Now is not a time to challenge the way things are done
but to adopt the traditional approach of the organisation and its people.You may need to align
yourself with those in positions of power and influence to get where you want to go in your
career. Mix with various professional networks and associations and join your organisation’s
social group. This will help you fit in and find your place with other like-minded people to form
strategic alliances and relationships.Career paths include becoming a spiritual teacher, a
religious figure, committee or board member, or the head of an established institution or
society.Financially, the Hierophant signifies that you are investing in ‘blue chip’ companies and
institutions, not wanting to expose yourself to high levels of risk. You may seek the advice of
bankers and professional money managers who have a solid foundation and significant
(successful) experience.Personality TypesThe Hierophant personality is conventional and
conservative. He follows due process and rarely deviates from what he knows has worked in the
past. He needs to conform and gain the approval of others, and he’s wary not to ‘rock the



boat’.The Hierophant is also a profoundly religious or spiritual person who has a deep respect
for sacred ritual and ceremony. He may be a regular church-goer or someone who engages in
daily spiritual practice. He has attained a high level of spiritual knowledge and is willing to share
this with others in a structured way.Relationships and LoveGiven the focus on tradition and
established structures, the Hierophant can suggest marriage or a traditional relationship. For
example, you may be reluctant to become intimate with each other before you marry, or you may
want to get married before you move in together. There may also be religious rulings or
boundaries that impact the relationship. You may feel pressured to pursue a relationship only
with someone from the same spiritual tradition as yourself.If you are looking for love, the
Hierophant can reflect a strong desire to be in a monogamous and structured relationship. You
may be drawn to conventional ways of finding a partner, such as meeting him or her through a
friend or family member instead of trying to pick someone up in a nightclub.In a struggling
relationship, the Hierophant suggests that the two of you are staying together because it seems
like the right thing to do. Children may be involved, and you think you need to remain with your
partner for the sake of your children’s well-being.SpiritualityThe Hierophant represents tradition,
the orthodox and structured methods of nurturing spirituality. This card may represent the beliefs
you were taught in childhood or your religious upbringing.The Hierophant encourages you to
explore the framework of a religion, doctrine, or your belief system, especially if you are curious
about the metaphysical world or why we are here. You have a healthy appetite for spiritual
knowledge and accessing the teacher within. Seek out a guide or mentor who can help you on
this journey.Well-being and HealthIf you are experiencing any health concerns, the Hierophant
suggests that seeing a well- known specialist may be very helpful. Now is the time to follow the
doctor’s orders and take a conventional approach to your health.Rituals may bring further
benefit. For example, you might try a 21-day meditation challenge or engage in a 10-day silent
retreat. Set aside the time to honour these rituals and use them to enhance your well-
being.Journaling Prompts To what belief systems and principles do you subscribe? Who has
influenced them over time? What is your core philosophy or life ‘motto’? Who are your mentors
and guides? What have they taught you? How can you share your wisdom with others?
Suggested Card CombinationsHierophant + Emperor – Conforming to rules and religious
structures.Hierophant + Lovers – Marriage.Hierophant + Three of Cups – Joining a social
network.Hierophant + Three of Pentacles – Collaborating with a team of
professionals.Hierophant + Six of Pentacles – Engaging in charity through a religious group or
institution.Hierophant + Eight of Pentacles – Undertaking further education and
learning.REVERSED TAROT CARD MEANINGSIn its most positive form, the reversed
Hierophant reminds you that you are your own teacher. All the wisdom you seek comes from
within – not from some external source or power. You are being guided to follow your own path
and adopt your own spiritual belief systems rather than blindly following others’. It may feel
unsettling at first as you make your own way, but over time, you will learn to trust yourself and tap
into your inner knowledge. Others may question your motivations to go against tradition, but you



know deep within that now is the time.With the reversed Hierophant, you no longer need
external approval to succeed. You are ready to go it alone and do it your way, even if that means
going against convention. Give yourself permission to trust your inner guidance system as you
create your own path forward.The Hierophant reversed is also about challenging the status quo.
You see alternative ways of viewing the world and are ready to test the very ideas and concepts
you were taught were the ‘truth’. You no longer accept the rigid structures, tradition and dogma
surrounding you; instead, you seek out opportunities to rebel and reclaim your personal power. If
you feel restricted or constrained and have lost your sense of freedom and flexibility, now is the
time to make your own rules.The reversed Hierophant encourages you to examine ‘the way we
do things around here’ and ask yourself whether it aligns with your values. You may have been
running on autopilot so far and following the crowd, but now you see that changes need to be
made. Taken further, the Hierophant reversed is like a rebellious teenager who begins to
question society and take part in anti-institutional activities. There may be a run-in with
authorities or conflict with a parent or authoritative figure.Suggested Card
CombinationsHierophant reversed + Fool – A rebellious teenager.Hierophant reversed + Seven
of Swords – Being a lone wolf and a ‘cowboy’.Hierophant reversed + Two of Wands – Diverging
from the crowd and becoming a pioneer.VI. THE LOVERSKEYWORDSUpright: Love, harmony,
relationships, values alignment, choices.Reversed: Self-love, disharmony, imbalance,
misalignment of values.QUOTES“I love you not only for what you are but for what I am when I
am with you. I love you not only for what you have made of yourself but for what you are making
of me. I love you for the part of me that you bring out.” – Roy Croft (Poet)“Love is a union with
somebody, or something, outside oneself, under the condition of retaining the separateness and
integrity of one’s own self. It is an experience of sharing, or communing, which permits the full
unfolding of one’s own inner activity.” – Erich Fromm (Psychologist)“It is our choices that show
what we truly are, far more than our abilities.” – Joanne Kathleen Rowling (Author of Harry
Potter)DESCRIPTIONThe Lovers card shows a naked man and woman standing beneath the
angel, Raphael, whose name means ‘God heals’ and represents both physical and emotional
healing. The angel blesses the man and woman and reminds them of their union with the
Divine.The couple stands in a beautiful, fertile landscape, reminiscent of the Garden of Eden.
Behind the woman stands a tall apple tree, with a snake winding its way up the trunk. The
serpent and apple tree represent the temptation of sensual pleasures that may take one’s focus
away from the Divine. Behind the man is a tree of flames, which represent passion, the primary
concern of the man. The twelve flames suggest the twelve zodiac signs, the symbol of time and
eternity. The man looks to the woman, who watches the angel, showing the path of the
conscious to the subconscious to the super-conscious, or from physical desire to emotional
needs to spiritual concerns.The volcanic mountain in the background is rather phallic and
represents the eruption of passion that happens when man and woman meet in full frontal
nudity.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD MEANINGSGeneralIn its purest form, the Lovers card
represents conscious connections and meaningful relationships. The arrival of this card in a



Tarot reading shows that you have a beautiful, soul- honouring connection with a loved one. You
may believe you have found your soul mate or life partner, and the sexual energy between you
both goes way beyond instant gratification and lust to something that is very spiritual and almost
Tantric. While the Lovers card typically refers to a romantic tie, it can also represent a close
friendship or family relationship where love, respect and compassion flow.The Lovers is a card
of open communication and raw honesty. Given that the man and woman are naked, they are
both willing to be in their most vulnerable states and have learned to open their hearts to one
another and share their truest feelings. They shape the container from which trust and
confidence can emerge, and this makes for a powerful bond between the two. In a reading, this
card is a sign that by communicating openly and honestly with those you care about, you will
create a harmonious and fulfilling relationship built on trust and respect.On a more personal
level, the Lovers card represents getting clear about your values and beliefs. You are figuring out
what you stand for and your philosophy. Having gone through the indoctrination of the
Hierophant, you are now ready to establish your belief system and decide what is and what is
not essential to you. It’s time to go into the big wide world and make choices for yourself, staying
true to who you are and being authentic and genuine in all your endeavours.At its heart, the
Lovers is about choice. The choice about who you want to be in this lifetime, how you connect
with others and on what level, and about what you will and won’t stand for. To make good
choices, you need to be clear about your personal beliefs and values – and stay true to them.
Not all decisions will be easy either. The Lovers card is often a sign that you are facing a moral
dilemma and must consider all consequences before acting. Your values system is being
challenged, and you are being called to take the higher path, even if it is difficult. Do not carry out
a decision based on fear or worry or guilt or shame. Now, more than ever, you must choose love
– love for yourself, love for others and love for the Universe. Choose the best version of
yourself.Finally, the Lovers card encourages you to unify dual forces. You can bring together two
parts that are seemingly in opposition to one another and create something that is ‘whole’,
unified and harmonious. In every choice, there is an equal amount of advantage and
disadvantage, opportunity and challenge, positive and negative. When you accept these
dualities, you build the unity from which love flows.Career, Work and FinancesIn a career
reading, the Lovers card suggests you are seeking to align your professional goals with your
personal aspirations and values. You may feel called to change your career path so you can
follow your passion and do work that truly lights you up. It may not make sense to other people,
but you know deep within that you have no choice but to follow your heart.You are also being
asked to bring your whole self to your work. Don’t pretend to be someone you’re not just to fit in.
Be genuine and authentic in your interactions and communicate from your centre. Be yourself,
and you‘ll inspire others to show up authentically, too, making for a much more cohesive and
harmonious workplace.Given the romantic nature of the Lovers, this card in a work-related
reading may also indicate a working or close professional relationship. There may be a
colleague with whom you get along very well. You work closely together and share many



common values and ways of doing things.Financially, the Lovers card encourages you to
consider a partnership or shared investment of some sort. It may be as a business or as a
couple (such as moving towards combined bank accounts).Personality TypesThe Lovers
personality is authentic and genuine. This person is very clear about his or her values and belief
systems and can articulate what he or she believes in and stands for (and why).She is in touch
with herself and in harmony with her inner feelings and emotions. His heart is open, and he can
share himself authentically with others. There are no reservations, no barriers and no defence
mechanisms. What you see is what you get. As a result, Lovers personalities are highly ethical
and live life from their core beliefs, values and principles.Relationships and LoveThe Lovers card
is THE Tarot card for love! It represents the relationships in our lives, particularly intimate and/or
sexual relationships. It speaks to areas in our lives where love is primary and may reflect the
state of our connections.If you are looking for love, the Lovers card can suggest the beginning of
a romance. Look out for other cards that may confirm this, such as the Ace of Cups, Two of
Cups, or Knight of Cups. It is also very important to you to create a relationship founded on
mutual respect rather than lust or pure physical attraction. This card counsels you not to be too
hasty and not to rush into a relationship or marriage before you have thought it through. The
immediate gratification of desire is tempting but what will the long-term consequences be?In a
current relationship, the Lovers card suggests that the union is very sound and the connection
you have built together is solid and based on true love and shared values. You both share similar
goals in life and are moving through your life journey together. You are in harmony and have an
intense mutual attraction to one another. The Lovers may also indicate the positive influence of a
third party, such as a marriage counsellor, mentor or teacher, who can support you in
strengthening your bond with your partner.If you are having problems opening up and relating to
people, the Lovers is the card to meditate with as it allows the heart to open in a way that gives
and receives love. Show up as your whole self and be authentic in how you connect with
others.SpiritualityNow is a time to listen to your heart and go with the belief system and faith that
feels right to you. Do not blindly follow someone else’s dogmas. Question everything and pay
attention to how your Higher self responds. Explore different spiritual approaches and take what
is helpful to you (and disregard the rest).Well-being and HealthIn a health and well-being
reading, the Lovers card asks you to look for greater harmony and alignment in your life. You may
be drawn towards therapeutic treatments that focus on achieving balance, such as acupuncture,
massage, reiki or kinesiology.Journaling Prompts When do you experience the most Divine love
and compassion? Who are you with? What are you doing? How does it make you feel? How can
you bring even more love and compassion into your life? Are you living in alignment with your
personal values and belief systems? How can you create more alignment?Suggested Card
CombinationsLovers + Empress – Sexual fulfilment and pleasure; a possible lesbian
relationship.Lovers + Star – A personal transformation towards building self-love and
respect.Lovers + Two of Cups – A new relationship based on true love; a marriage or deep
connection between two people.Lovers + Three of Cups – A three-way or open



relationship.Lovers + Five of Cups – Loss of a loved one or loss of a committed
relationship.Lovers + Ten of Cups – Harmonious family relationships.REVERSED TAROT CARD
MEANINGSThe Lovers card is pure love and harmony. Reversed, it can signal a time when
you’re out of sync with those around you, particularly your loved ones. You may find your
relationships are strained and communication is challenging. Does it seem as if you are just not
on the same page and no longer share the same values? If so, come back to the reason you
have this person in your life. If you love him or her unconditionally, know this moment shall pass
and the best you can do is bring love and compassion to the situation. In other cases, you may
realise that you have simply grown apart and it’s time to move on. If your relationship continues
to be peppered by arguments and a lack of respect for one another, then it could be time to let
go. Honour yourself and do what is best for you both.The Lovers reversed can also reflect that
the feelings within a relationship are not mutual. One person may be more emotionally involved
than the other, and this gap could lead to disappointment and insecurity later down the track.
You may be reluctant to open your heart to the relationship for fear of getting hurt.The reversed
Lovers also speaks to self-love and respect. To what extent do you honour and accept who you
are and the value you offer in this world? Be mindful, too, if you look at other people and wish
you were more like them. Understand that if you can recognise these traits in others, it is
because you have them within you. As Dr John Demartini says: ‘When we admire qualities in
others, it’s the Universe’s way to get you to wake up and recognise your own strengths – in other
words, you need to realise that whatever you perceive in other people you also have within
yourself.’If the Lovers reversed shows up in a reading, you might face a tough choice with
significant consequences. Instead of making a decision based on your values, you feel tempted
to cut corners and avoid responsibility for your actions. You may think you can get away with it,
but the reversed Lovers implores you to think again and choose the path most in alignment with
your Highest Good – no matter how hard it might be.The Lovers reversed can also suggest inner
conflicts and being at war with yourself rather than with external forces. It indicates disharmony
and a struggle to balance your inner union. Are you punishing yourself for something you have
done or considered yourself responsible for? To help you out of this place, you will need to focus
on articulating your personal belief systems and values. They will guide you in making better
decisions next time. You may want to return to the energy of the Hierophant and seek the
counsel and advice of an institution or spiritual mentor.Suggested Card CombinationsLovers
reversed + Devil – Engaging in unhealthy, loveless and potentially abusive relationships.Lovers
reversed + Judgement – Exercising poor judgement that does not align with your personal
values.Lovers reversed + Three of Pentacles reversed – Lack of harmony in professional
relationships.Lovers reversed + Nine of Cups – Instant gratification but with long-term
consequences.VII. THE
CHARIOTKEYWORDSUpright:Control,willpower,success,action,determination.Reversed: Self-
discipline, opposition, lack of direction.QUOTES“If you have willpower, then you can change
anything.” – Dalai Lama“Success is not measured by what you accomplish but by the opposition



you have encountered, and the courage with which you have maintained the struggle against
overwhelming odds.” – Orison Swett Marden (founder of Success Magazine)“Success means
having the courage, the determination, and the will to become the person you believe you were
meant to be.” – George Sheehan (physician)DESCRIPTIONThe Chariot Tarot card shows a
brave warrior standing inside a chariot. He wears armour decorated with crescent moons
(representing what is coming into being), a tunic with a square (the strength of will) and other
alchemical symbols (spiritual transformation). The laurel and star crown signals victory, success
and spiritual evolution. Although he appears to be driving the chariot, the charioteer holds no
reins – just a wand like the Magician’s – symbolising that he controls through the strength of his
will and mind.The charioteer stands tall – there’s no sitting down for this guy, as he’s all about
taking action and moving forward. Above his head is a canopy of six-pointed stars, suggesting
his connection to the celestial world and the Divine will. In front of the vehicle sit a black and a
white sphinx, representing duality, positive and negative and, at times, opposing forces. Note
how the sphinxes are pulling in opposite directions, but the charioteer uses his willpower and
sheer resolve to steer the chariot forward in the direction he wants.Behind the chariot flows a
wide river, symbolic of the need to be ‘in flow’ with the rhythm of life while also charging ahead
toward your goals and intentions.UPRIGHT TAROT CARD MEANINGSGeneralThe Chariot is a
card of willpower, determination and strength. You have discovered how to make decisions in
alignment with your values with the Lovers card, and now you are taking action on those
decisions. When the Chariot appears in a Tarot reading, take it as a sign of encouragement. You
have set your objectives and are now channelling your inner power with a fierce dedication to
bring them to fruition. When you apply discipline, commitment and willpower to achieve your
goals, you will succeed.Now isn’t the time to be passive in the hope that things will work out in
your favour. Take focused action and stick to the course, no matter what challenges may come
your way – because, believe me, there will be challenges. You may be pulled in opposite
directions and find your strength and conviction tested. Others may try to block you, distract you,
or drag down the pursuit of your goal. But the Chariot is an invitation to draw upon your willpower
and home in on what’s essential to you, so you can push past the obstacles in your way.If you
are curious about whether you have what it takes to achieve your aim or complete an important
project, the Chariot is a sign you will be successful so long as you keep your focus and remain
confident in your abilities. You need to use your willpower and self-discipline to concentrate on
the task at hand. You can’t cut corners or take the easy route, or you will fail. Instead, see this
endeavour as a test of your strength and conviction, and recognise that victory is within reach,
but it’s up to you to follow through.The Chariot calls you to assert yourself and be courageous.
Be bold in expressing your desires and laying down your boundaries; otherwise, you will not get
your way. You need to have faith in yourself and know fundamentally who you are and what you
stand for (thus building off the personal belief systems and values established through the
Lovers card).In a very literal sense, the Chariot can represent travel, especially driving or taking
a road trip. You may even be considering selling your home and buying an RV so you can head



off and roam the country!Career, Work and FinancesIn a career reading, the Chariot invites you
to assert yourself in the workplace: take control, be responsible and accountable, and potentially
step into a management or leadership role. Put in the hard work and get the job done, no matter
what. Do not let others push you around.Instead, set your boundaries and be unwavering in what
you believe in and stand for.If you are searching for work or considering a career change, the
Chariot advises you to stay focused on your goal and don’t give up. Be disciplined in your search
and make sure that any new opportunities align with your expectations and goals. In
conversations with a potential employer, take the lead and interview the organisation to ensure
that they are a company you want to work for. Career paths may include a general manager,
driver, project manager or a sports coach.
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Mr. Walter Smith, “The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings by Brigit Esselmont. Let me begin
this review by stating that I am a male. What males tend to do are buy the item and read the
instructions when all else fails.I bought The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings through
Biddy Tarot and while I was waiting for it to be delivered, I decided to read the reviews on the
book.Oh dear! The top reviews on the book were damning, to say the least, about the readability
of the Font and Type-print and I thought, as Brittney sang, Oops! I’ve done it again!So, when the
book arrived on Thursday, I imagined all sorts of disappointment.However, to cut a long story
short, the book was both readable and I personally find no issues with either the font or the type-
face used. Now bear in mind That I am Scottish, over 60 (certainly not my speed) and half deaf, I
decided on an early night to get to grips of the content of the book.Now the reviews I read, had
issues with the printing quality of the book, yet none of those reviews had anything but high
praise for the content of the book.This book gives me an additional tool with which to work in
developing my Tarot skills. One of the main things about It, from the beginning, is that it stresses
that it is a Learning Resource, something to which I can refer in order to expand my
interpretations and to perhaps clarify in some instances.The information shared is the result of
many years of learning and practice by Bridget. She has chosen to share her experience in the
form of The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings.The content of this book is a wealth of
knowledge – the keywords, the descriptions, the meanings, upright and reversed meanings etc.
all there for advice and learning assistance. For me and I’m sure many others this book will take
us closer to intuitive Tarot reading as a reference source.I don’t imagine that I am the only
person to have a readable copy of this book and I sympathise with anyone whose copy is less
than perfect for them. I received an email from Biddy Tarot regarding these reported issues and I
understand that these are in hand to rectify the problems. Luckily for me that does not apply,One
further point regarding the issue of the illustrations being black and white. I consider it a non-
issue as I have several different Tarot Packs and I personally would only be referring to this or
any other book I have, whilst using the pack.I also find the flip-card downloads an extremely
valuable resource, both Biddy’s own words and the blank copies, which I have been filling in with
my own words, sometimes they match more often not but the underlying interpretations are near
enough to show that I’m in the right area.Tarot is a subjective entity and each reading,
sometimes the same cards with different interpretations is what it is about – intuitively knowing
these differences – this book, The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings, is one very important
resource that I will use along with access to the Biddy Tarot Website to aid me in becoming a
more intuitive reader.Walter SmithScotland”

Dr. S. Marr, “so I was delighted to now be able to have an actual book .... I have been using
Biddy Tarot's website for interpreting my tarot cards for the past 4 years, so I was delighted to
now be able to have an actual book version of the meanings. The issues with the design and



light print that I saw in other comments must have been dealt with because the copy I received
was of good quality paper and dark readable print. Yes it is in black and white, but as the book is
already quite an expensive purchase, printing it in colour would have made the cost prohibitive
for most people. I don't use the Rider tarot set anyway, so for me the pictures are irrelevant
because it is the words that I want. It is a large book (450 pages) and you do get a lot of value for
your money. There are between 3-5 pages of text for each card. The amount of information in the
book is considerably more than that which available on the website. I also like that as well as a
general interpretation, each card is broken down into interpretations for different types of
readings (such as work/career, relationship, well-being and health, personality and spiritual
readings etc) because it helps to focus the reading more clearly. I also have found the 'card
combinations' a useful feature, to show how the suggestions of each card in conjunction with
other cards can enhance the focus of a meaning. There is the same infortmation for reversed
cards too. I like that the name of each card is clearly printed on the top right of each page as this
makes it easy to locate a particular card when riffling through the book. It is helping me to
understand the order they come in too. As yet, I have only done readings for myself and family
but I'm aiming to take part in the next Tarot course Biddy is running, to help me develop my skills
further. Overall I would say this is an excellent book and has helped me to increase the depth
and accuracy of my readings enormously.”

WindowKitty14, “Great for the information, not so great for the physical item. I've been using the
Kindle edition of the 2nd edition of this book for a long time, and I really like Biddy's
interpretations. In fact, I'm a big fan of all of Biddy's resources, and have taken a couple of her
courses, and have her Tarot deck (lovely). So I decided to splurge and get this updated edition in
print because it's just easier for me to flip around in a physical book. But the print version is a
little disappointing - it just doesn't look or feel like a nice book. It feels like something you'd
expect if a friend set the layout and printed it off for you in their home study, rather then
something coming from a publisher (I don't see any indication of a publisher, in fact, which might
explain it). The margins are huge, and the print smaller than it needs to be for the size of the
book. The images are not only black and white (which would be fine - colour is expensive), but
they're faint. By using the space on the pages better, they could have saved on paper, and spent
the money on better print quality. It's still a fantastic resource, and I would recommend it, but I
think it's important to note that it isn't the treat I expected, for the price.”

NickV, “Into tarot? Buy this book. Seriously, I just don't understand why there are negative
reviews about this book. I just don't.It's a good sized book, a tonne of information that's set out
perfectly by category. There are keywords, description of each card too and with upright and
upside down meanings.The font isn't too small or too big, it's just like any other book. The
margins are no bigger or smaller than any other book either so really - why slate the
book.There's also quick keyword charts with pictures for each card.I'd have liked the cards to



have been in colour but this doesn't alter the five-stars.Buy the book - honestly, it's so good.”

Marius, “The best book on RWS Tarot interpretations. Esselmonts book is a very exhaustive
interpretation of every card in the RWS Tarot deck. It is definitely the best I have seen so far. She
has around 5 pages on each card, concentrating on the actual real life interpretation of the
cards, rather than just describing them. Interpretation includes; keywords, quotes, description,
general meaning, career/work, personality, relationship, spirituality, health, reversed meanings
and suggested interpretation of card combinations. Even though this book does not cover all
aspects of tarot, it does cover the most important part; the interpretation, extremely well. This
book is well worth the read for the novice and expert alike. This is a reference book to be sure
too.”

Abigail Bertram, “Comprehensive and Comrehensible. I have the 2017 edition of this book
(hence the different cover) and I have to say it's a brilliant guide to tarot cards and their
meanings. This book gives any reader, amateur or professional, great insight and a strong
foundation into how each card can be read, without confining the subjective art to constraints of
right or wrong.Every card is listed, with often a five page spread detailing General meaning,
Career, Personality types, Relationships, Spiritality, Health and key card combinations. It also
includes one page for each on reverse meaning.Clearly organised by Arcana and suits, it's a
hands reference guide perfect for studying intently or dipping into when you feel the need.As
well as this, the binding is of good, firm construction, without being too hefty. Definitely a
recommended product!”
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